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ABSTRACT 

The blade tip region of the gas turbine is exposed to an extreme operating condition with a high heat load. The 
conventional cooling concept that places cooling holes on the tip would consume a lot of cooling air and lead to the 
reduction in thermal efficiency. Whereas phantom cooling was supposed to help cool the tip region without using additional 
cooling air. In this paper, numerical investigations were performed to forecast the tip phantom cooling effects caused by 
the blade ejections by implying the standard k-ω model. Then, phantom cooling performance was presented under the flat 
tip (FT) and the squealer tip (ST). Results show that the FT shows a better phantom cooling performance compared to the 
ST. The phantom cooling effects on the FT are distributed at the tip forepart and approach the pressure side (PS). Whereas, 
for the ST, traces of phantom cooling are barely detected on the PS rim.  

INTRODUCTION 
Since the gas turbine pursues the considerable thermal efficiency, increasing its operating temperature is an effective 

approach to achieve the goal. However, it means critical challenge for hot components’ safety operation at the same time. 
Therefore, it is imperative to apply effective cooling method to protect these hot components for lifetime and durability. 
Film cooling is considered to be an effective way in reducing components temperature and is commonly used in modern 
gas turbines’ cooling design. The film cooling effectiveness was influenced by many variables. Important findings about 
film cooling had been summarized by (Bogard and Thole, 2006). 

The blade tip that is exposed to an extreme operating condition with a high heat load needs to be cooled. A lot of 
numerical and experimental studies in open literature had investigated the tip film cooling performance, containing  
(Wang et al. 2014), (Zhou et al. 2012), (Kim et al. 2018), (Arisi et al. 2016), (Ma et al. 2017a; Ma et al. 2017b), (Cheng et 
al. 2018), (Park et al. 2014), (Yan et al. 2018) and many more. From their results, the blade tip film cooling performance 
was affected by the coolant ejections blowing ratios, the tip structures [(Wang et al. 2014), (Zhou et al. 2012), (Kim et al. 
2018), (Arisi et al. 2016)], film hole configurations [(Ma et al. 2017a; Ma et al. 2017b), (Cheng et al. 2018), (Park et al. 
2014), (Yan et al. 2018)]. In general, the cooling performance is augmented by applying more cooling air. Moreover, the 
ST shows a better film cooling performance than the FT. Applying an appropriate film hole configuration could help 
improve the tip film cooling performance. To effectively protect the blade tip, (He, 2017), (Tamunobere and Acharya, 
2016a; Tamunobere and Acharya, 2016b), and (Zhou et al. 2019), investigated the influences of the PS near-tip ejections, 
casing ejections, and casing purge flow on the tip cooling effectiveness. Their conclusions indicated that ejections from 
these regions could help cool the tip.  

However, no matter the tip ejection or the casing ejection (purge flow), it would consume the cooling air from working 
fluid. In recent years, phantom cooling was given attention in cooling design. It has the ability to help cool the hot 
components by using upstream spent cooling air. Phantom cooling effects in the gas turbines were studied by (Zhang et al. 
2015; Zhang et al. 2015), (Liu et al. 2018), (Du et al. 2017a; Du et al 2018; Du et al. 2017b), (Zhang and Yuan, 2012; 
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Zhang and Yuan, 2014), and (Li et al. 2014). Their findings revealed that the leakage slot and end wall ejection (on the 
SS), the blade surface ejections (on the end wall) and the trailing edge ejections (both on the end wall and the SS) could 
cause phantom cooling effects. 

Limited papers have taken the tip phantom cooling phenomenon caused by blade ejections into account. In the present 
paper, the tip phantom cooling effects from the blade cooling air were investigated under two tip structures, including the 
FT and the ST. The tip phantom cooling performance was compared for the same film holes configuration and same coolant 
mass flow ratios (MFR). 

COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES 
Computational Model 

The first rotor of the GE-E3 turbine (Timoko, 1984.) was selected to model the computational model with different tip 
structures and tip clearances. Figure 1 displays blade diagrams and the film hole definitions. Figure 1(a) shows the blade 
layout with six rows of film hole, one row of impingement jet, and two coolant supply plenums. Row 1 is located on the 
SS with shaped holes. There are three rows of showerhead (Row 2-4) with a spanwise angle (see Figure 1(d)) on the LE 
and two rows of film hole on the pressure side with an ejection angle (see Figure 1(e)) and with/without a compound angle 
(see Figure 1(f)). Table 1 shows detailed parameters of film hole configurations. The ST diagram is shown in Figure 1 (b), 
with a rim width of 0.8mm and a rim height of 0.8mm. 

 

 

 

 

 

a) (b) (c) 

 
  

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 1 Geometry layout and the definitions: (a) blade layout, (b) the ST, (c) the ST cross section, (d) 
definition of showerhead angle, (e) definition of film hole angle, (f) definition of film hole compound 
angle 

Table 1 Film hole configurations and parameters 
Row Hole Type N D [mm] P/D α [°] β [°] θ [°] L/D 

1 SH 25 0.36 3.9 35 0 - 6.3 
2 CY 11 0.36 10 - - 25 6.6 
3 CY 10 0.36 10 - - 25 6.7 
4 CY 11 0.36 10 - - 25 6.6 
5 CY 22 0.36 4.4 35 0 - 5.0 
6 CY 17 0.36 5.7 55 26 - 3.8 

Computational Setting and Mesh Description 
Figure 2 shows the computational domain. To reduce the computation cost, this domain was composed of one nozzle 

and one blade, whose two sides were the periodic surfaces. Temperature and pressure conditions were set to the mainstream 
boundaries. Temperature and MFR values were imposed on the coolant inlet. Detailed information about computational 
approaches and boundary conditions can be found in Table 2. Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations were steady 
solved by implying a commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code ANSYS CFX. All the simulations were 
operated under the second-order to ensure computation accuracy. The convergent standard was that the residuals of 
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continuation, momentum, heat transfer, and turbulence kinetic energy equation were about 10-4 and remain stable. 
Meanwhile, the change in the tip area-averaged temperature value is less than 0.01K in latest 100 iterations. 

 
Figure 2 Computational domain 

Table 2 Computational approaches 
 Method or Parameter Value 

Solver ANSYS CFX - 
Solution state Steady - 

Turbulence model The standard k-ω model - 
Wording fluid Ideal gas (function of temperature) - 

Stator-rotor interface Mixing plane - 
Discretization method The second order - 

Wall treatment Adiabatic and Non-slip - 

Mainstream inlet 
Total temperature, T0 709 K 

Total pressure, p0 344.74 kPa 
Mainstream outlet static pressure, p2 153.22 kPa 

Coolant inlet 
Static temperature, Tc 344 K 

MFR 0.9%, 1.8%, 2.7% 

Unstructured meshes in the computational domain were generated. Tetrahedral meshes and boundary layers were 
created in the mainstream and approach the wall, respectively. At the tip region, the number of nodes in the spanwise 
direction was set up as 60, and its first cell height was 0.001mm, and the maximum y+ in this domain is less than 1.0. Mesh 
independence analysis and mesh settings were specifically described by (Li et al. 2021) using the same domain. Therefore, 
the mesh with about 17 million nodes for the FT case (MFR=1.8%, T=0.5%) was adopted in the present study. 
Turbulence Model 

The standard k-ω model adopted in present computations has been validated by (Li et al. 2021). In this validation, an 
experimentally study with an FT case carried out by (Kwak and Han, 2003) was selected, where the linear cascade models 
GE-E3 first stage blade. Figure 3 compares heat transfer coefficients (HTC) distributions on the tip among measurements 
and predictions. Overall, the predictions show a general agreement with the measurements among the HTC distributions. 
Additionally, the standard k-ω turbulence could capture the separation zone approach the PS and could predict high HTC 
regions on the tip. 

 

  
(a) Measurements [28] (b) the standard k-ω turbulence 

Figure 3 Comparisons of HTC distribution between measurements and predictions 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Effects of Tip Structure 

The tip phantom cooling properties were detailly discussed by (Li et al. 2021). In summary, the leakage flow, 
consisting of cooling air and hot mainstream, has the ability to cool the tip surface for its temperature is not very high. 
Figure 4 presents the η distributions on the FT and the ST. The phantom cooling effectiveness (η) could be defined as: 

𝜂 = , ,

,
 (1) 

Two simulations with the same computational domain and boundary conditions are conducted to obtain the Taw,c (with 
blade surface ejections) and Taw,nc (without blade surface ejections). For the FT, at MFR=0.9%, traces of phantom cooling 
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are only detected on the tip middle part, and the peak cooling effectiveness value is about 0.2. For an MFR of 1.8%, more 
traces of phantom cooling could be found on the tip. There is a peak cooling effectiveness value between z/Caz=0.1~0.2 
approach the PS, and its cooling trace extends further to z/Caz=0.35~0.45 on the SS. A second peak cooling effectiveness 
value is shown near the LE; this cooling trace is caused by the LE ejections. At the tip middle part, a third peak cooling 
effectiveness value approach the PS, where its cooling trace is wider, but the value is lower compared with that between 
z/Caz=0.1~0.2 near the PS. On the middle to the rear part, the trace of phantom cooling is not obvious, and a low 
effectiveness zone appears near the TE. For an MFR of 2.7%, the traces of phantom cooling remain constant but with 
higher effectiveness values. A peak cooling effectiveness value of 0.55 is found near the LE. 

While for the ST, for the MFR of 0.9%, the phantom cooling effects are only detected on the PS rim, and almost no 
trace of phantom cooling could be found at the cavity surface. Compared to the FT, the traces of the phantom cooling on 
the ST are much narrower and could not extend to the SS. For the MFR of 1.8%, phantom cooling effects at the cavity face 
are still not clearly noticeable. A low cooling effectiveness region is close to the LE. High cooling effectiveness values are 
found on the rims near the LE. As MFR increases to 2.7%, the phantom cooling effectiveness on cavity face increases but 
is lower than that of the FT. Overall, in comparison to the FT, the traces and the area of phantom cooling on the ST rims 
are the same as that on the FT near the PS. Whereas the cavity surface shows a much lower phantom cooling effectiveness. 

MFR  

0.9% 

  

1.8% 

  

2.7% 
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 (a) FT (b) ST 
Figure 4 η distributions on the FT and the ST 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 presents the three-dimensional coolant streamlines and the coolant migration near the tip. In 
Figure 5, for the FT, the coolant could directly cross the tip gap under any MFR value, and the tip surface is covered by 
the coolant. Therefore, its traces of phantom cooling are evident. As MFR increases, more coolant reaches the tip and 
enhances its phantom cooling performance. At z/Caz=0.06, two noticeable coolant migration phenomena are detected 
approaching the PS and the SS. The coolant could reach the tip surface and cool the tip. At z/Caz=0.23, only an obvious 
coolant migration phenomenon can be found near the SS in the FT gap. At z/Caz=0.52, the coolant migration phenomenon 
is not visible for that the coolant since its temperature increases a lot after blending with the hot mainstream. 

However, for the ST (Figure 5(b) and Figure 6(b)), there are two cavity vortexes in the tip gap generated by the LE 
(Row 2) ejections on the z/Caz=0.06 cut-plane. The first one is near the PS rim and develops in the cavity along the PS 
rim, and the other one is near the SS rim and flows over the SS rim. The coolant from the LE (Row 3 and 4) is isolated by 
the cavity vortex near the PS rim, and it could not reach the cavity surface (see Figure 6(b), z/Caz=0.06), which weak the 
phantom cooling performance. Cooling air from the LE (Row 2) forms the second cavity vortex near the SS rim, whose 
rotating direction is opposite to that near the PS rim. This vortex can help cool the cavity surface near the SS rim. On the 
cut-planes of z/Caz=0.23 and 0.52, no evident coolant migration phenomenon could be found in the tip gap. Compared 
with the FT, the vortexes are generated in the ST gap, and the leakage flow (mixed with the coolant) field is altered. These 
vortexes weaken the phantom cooling of the cavity surface near the PS rim and enhance it near the SS rim on the tip 
forepart. 

   
 (a) FT (b) ST 

Figure 5 Three-dimensional coolant streamlines near the tip with an MFR of 1.8% 

 
 

z/Caz= 
0.06 

  

z/Caz= 
0.23 
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z/Caz= 
0.52 

  
 (a) FT (b) ST 

Figure 6 Coolant migration for the FT and the ST with an MFR of 1.8% 
Figure 7 quantitively compares the pitch-averaged η values for the FT and the ST. At z/Caz=0.05~0.65, the FT shows 

higher effectiveness values than the ST. The maximum difference of effectiveness is about 0.07 with an MFR of 1.8% and 
obtained at z/Caz=0.15. Near the LE (z/Caz=0~0.05), higher phantom cooling performance is achieved on the ST. Near 
the TE (z/Caz=0.65~0.10), almost no difference is made between the two cases. Overall, the FT presents a better phantom 
cooling performance compared to the ST. 

 
Figure 7 Pitch-averaged η values for the FT and the ST 

CONCLUSIONS 
In the study, tip phantom cooling performance as a result of the blade surface ejections was investigated by numerical 

methods. The standard k-ω model was chosen. Effects of tip structure (including the FT and the ST) and tip clearance on 
its performance were presented and discussed. The flow structures and the pitch-averaged η values also were compared. 
The main conclusions are as follows:  

The flow field near the tip for ST is more complex than that of the FT. Two cavity vortexes are generated on the cavity 
surface near the LE and develop along the PS rim. This vortex prevents the coolant from reattaching the cavity surface, 
where the phantom cooling level is weakened. 

The FT shows a better phantom cooling performance than the ST. Traces of phantom cooling could be clearly detected 
on the FT forepart, and these traces could extend to the SS. However, for the ST, high phantom cooling effectiveness only 
could be found on the rims surface near the LE. Almost no traces of phantom cooling could be found on the cavity surface. 

NOMENCLATURE 
CY  cylindrical hole, [-] 
D  film hole diameter, [mm] 
FT  flat tip 
HTC heat transfer coefficient, [W/(m2·K)] 
k  turbulent kinetic energy, [m2/s2] 
L  film hole length, [mm] 
LE  leading edge 
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MFR mass flow ratios, [%] 
N  film hole number, [-] 
p  pressure, [kPa] 
P  film hole pitch, [mm] 
PS  pressure side 
SH  shaped hole, [-] 
SS  suction side 
ST  squealer tip 
T  temperature, [K]; tip clearance, [mm] 
Tu  turbulence intensity, [%] 
TE  trailing edge 
y+  non-dimensional distance, [-] 
z  axial coordinates, [mm] 
Greek 
α  film hole angle, [°] 
β  film hole compound angle, [°] 
η  phantom cooling effectiveness, [(𝑇 − 𝑇 )/(𝑇 − 𝑇 )] 
θ  showerhead spanwise angle, [°] 
τ  dimensionless temperature, [(𝑇 − 𝑇)/(𝑇 − 𝑇 )] 
ω  rotational speed, [rpm]; turbulence eddy frequency, [1/s] 
Subscript 
az  axial component of z coordinates, [mm] 
aw  adiabatic wall 
c  cooling air 
nc  no coolant 
w  wall 
0  mainstream inlet 
2  mainstream outlet 
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